Formalization of SOA concepts with mathematical foundation
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ABSTRACT

With the development of the IT industry, agility and dynamicity are the two expected characteristics for any business enterprise. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) an emerging and a promising advent aiming at address the current trends/needs of enterprise business applications. The current work aims at giving an overview of the conceptual model of SOA based on set theory approach. Also, it posits mathematical definitions for logical, environment and application service definition with the help of general systems theory and mathematical foundation. The mathematical model, definition and functionality of services enhance SOA principles which can be used efficiently in integrating heterogeneous components.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of time, the growing density of current complex software systems has continually resulted in the development of new programming technologies/paradigms. Every successive archetype has popularized a new abstraction level. One such paradigm is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Through formalization the basic concepts from object oriented to distributed computing to service oriented has evolved significantly.

As stated by OASIS, SOA is an “architectural paradigm for utilizing independent distributed capabilities that are/may be under the control of diverse ownership domains”. SOA aims at delivering standards based, self-describing, loosely coupled, platform and protocol independent functionality [1, 2] of an enterprise by providing a way of sharing the services via internet. The architecture aims to provide solutions to the existing bequest applications irrespective of their platform, technology, language or operation mode. According to the Open Group's definition, SOA is considered as one of the architectural pattern which support service orientation and treats each individual task as atomic services.

Many related SOA specifications and standards are developed by organizations and companies. At the conceptual level, these specifications and standards define the basic concepts and terms of SOA with the help of abstractions like Reference Models, Maturity Models, Reference Architectures, Concrete/Solution Architectures, Ontology’s, Modeling Languages, for different categories of users dealing with SOA based systems [3]. However, most of them focus on assembling applications through web services and enterprise information systems. A prevalent problem, however is that, there are no design principles that guide service development, service granularity or component development that implements them. Even though few of the basic foundational concepts of service orientation are highlighted in [4-6], they lack mathematical foundations and formalized principles in service orientation.
Formalization is essential for identifying appropriate software design methodologies and also to provide supporting tools to fulfill particular service oriented application challenges like platform independence, composability and adaptability. Automatic or semiautomatic synthesis of complicated web services from a collection of basic web services is one of SOA’s basic values. This process is known as orchestration. Based on business objectives, it’s vital to organize the collaborative web service in the required sequence of interaction through message transfer. This process is called choreography [7]. A lot of languages, tools and multiple approaches are available to accomplish these. Yet, it should be noted that to describe an SOA intuitive concepts, verbal descriptions are required. Despite all these, for a more in depth understanding and implementation of SOA and their properties, there is a need for proper theoretical /mathematical foundation. As an initial step, this paper discusses the theoretical framework and mathematical approach for SOA based on general system theory. Here, the possibility of set theory approach to model the structures of SOA based system is described.

An SOA-based service is responsible for maintaining its own state and hence termed as self-contained. These services limit the interface contract to platform-independent assertions and also SOA presumes to dynamically locate services, invoke and recombine the services. Shortly SOA can be termed as self-contained, dynamic and platform-independent.

In a broader sense, SOA is viewed as a defined combination of service implementation and an interface. The integrity of the services is defined by the service interface along with their invocation logistics. The service implementation is required to implement the work which is designated to the service. The platform independent feature of the interface helps the client to use any platform for computation, any operating system and use of any language for program implementation and configuration of the services are described and managed as separate components, although they are strongly interrelated. Two key aspects service requestor and provider communicate through service request and emulates the type of participator in SOA [8, 9]. This interaction incorporates to find services, bind them and publish the services.

2. RELATED WORK

Service oriented programming is stationed on the features of loosely coupled and protocol independent that are made available through the network [1, 10, 11]. In SOA, each process is treated as a service that includes business, scientific and technical processes. Each step in the business process is associated with a service reflecting specific functionality [12]. Service is considered in two different aspects with respect to SOA:

a. Service Interface: It identifies the service, defines the criterion and protocol for transmitting the outcomes of the service as a response to the customer.

b. Service Execution/ Implementation: Provides business logic as stateless computation.

Basically, SOA interacts with software agents through message exchange protocol by finding, binding and publishing services through a published interface involving service requesters and service providers. SOA identifies three forms of service [13]:

a. Infrastructure service: helps to manage and monitor including identification and security.

b. Business-neutral service: deals with service broker, notification detail and scheduling of service.

c. Business service: encompass business domain service.

SOA follows a find-bind execute paradigm consisting: service provider, consumer, and registry. The service provider makes the components available for consumers via the internet by registering and publishing them in service registers through service brokers. Each service has a separate contract and functionality interface. The service consumers will make use of the service published by service provider depending on their needs by accessing contract detail and endpoint address.

Inspired by the internet and web, SOAs' architectural style enables extensible interoperability. The splitting up of service interfaces from its implementation helps in better planning, development, and integration of enterprise applications. SOA based service is self contained and platform independent which are dynamically deployed, invoked, located, organized or combined. In order to attain this, SOA evolves as service-based multitier architecture with variegate technical implementation capability. The benefits of implementing SOA in enterprise architecture are discussed in [14]. A lot of researchers are contributing to the standardization of SOA interfaces and protocols using which guidelines of practical design and implementation of SOA based systems are developed. [15-17] discuss some well designed conceptual models for different levels of use of the SOA paradigm. These efforts have allowed a wide practical use of an SOA approach to business and design of complex software system. However, there is certain difficulty, consisting of the need for self-selection methodologies of analysis, designing and
implementing SOA based systems [18]. Also, the specifications and standards are mainly expressed with the help of diagrams and verbal descriptions [7].

One of the major causes of the failure of the software projects is lack of discipline [19, 20]. As stated by [3] it is accepted that there is a need to develop mathematical frameworks to describe the main properties and relationship of SOA components. To create mathematical foundations of SOA based systems it is necessary to use the appropriate mathematical tools, which reflect the structural properties of SOA based systems to describe the behavior of web services. In [21] object-oriented paradigm based on a mathematical foundation is discussed and [22] highlights about software requirement approach. M.Broy [23] has provided a mathematical concept for component usage and in [24] refinement of systems in interactive model is discussed. G.D. Abowd et.al in [25] have highlighted the need for a semantic domain wherein they have explained the mathematical model for defining the style of architecture, axioms constraining the structure and mathematical proofs for the same. Alexander et.al [26] have contributed to a better understanding of architectural styles. [27] have presented an overview about the need of formulation for better results with respect to SOA.

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR SOA

According to [7], at a given moment T, the number of dynamically accessible service determines the capability of service orientation and the convention of software design. Thus, it can be stated that:

\[
\text{SOA} = \text{Principle} + \text{Platform} + \text{Technology}
\]

Each design will be having the requirements of its own which will be different from others. Even though providing a universal platform that fits all the tasks would be impossible [3] it ensures designing an assortment of products with potential integration viability.

According to [18], it is better to define the system in terms of observed features and relationships. These features can be used for the classification of organization and inter-relations of components into a system. Accordingly, a Web Service can be described as:

Definition 1: A family of a set of web service properties is \( V = \{V_i : i \in I\} \), where \( I \) is finite or infinite index set. A web service is a relation on these set of properties

\[
S \subset x \{V_i : i \in I\}
\]

Thus, a web service is a relation on the sets of its observed properties and appearances, abstracting from the domain where web service is used, and the technology with which it is implemented, but the representation of (1) is too general to explore the specific characteristics of web service as part of SOA. SOA based systems may have stakeholders who play the role of the owner, broker, delegate of any of the participants, provider of telecommunications etc as its participants. Hence, each of the said participants can see only their interested or in any way provided to it appearances of web services [15, 28].

Considering the three main participants in SOA: consumer, provider, and registry, the appearance that can be observed by each participant for the (1) is defined as:

Definition 2: Consumer’s View (SC), Provider’s View (SP) and Registry’s View (SR) of web service as given in (1) have the following relations, respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SC} & \subset x \{V_i : i \in IC\} \\
\text{SP} & \subset x \{V_i : i \in IP\} \\
\text{SR} & \subset x \{V_i : i \in IR\}
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( IC \subset I, IP \subset I, IR \subset I \);

\[
IC \cup IP \cup IR = I \text{ and } IC \cap IP \cap IR \neq \emptyset
\]

Note, IC, IP and IR are not partition of I, because some elements of the set \( V_i \) can be common for the consumer, provider, and registry. Service orientations agility and dynamicity enable to design of the products with potential integration ability. Individual services, its working environments, and its applications (composed services) must be given equal importance to make the most of SOA capabilities.
3.1. Service oriented logical definition
An SOA is assumed to be consisting of n processes and services. A service i is deployed to provide the functionality fi symbolized as programmatic interface Ii. Service is capable of dynamically interacting with other entities in the given environment. As a consequence, logical service is the implementation of a set of synchronized and interacting processes:

\[ S_i = \langle P_1 i, P_2 i, \ldots, P_n i, ^\rangle \]  

where, \( S_i \) is logical service exemplar, \( P_k i \) - kth exemplar of implementing logical services functionality \( f_i \), via the programmatic interface \( I_i \), and \( ^\rangle \) - network communication function among discrete processes.

3.2. Service oriented environment definition
At any given instant of time \( T \), environment services include finite set of accessible logical services

\[ Env_T = \langle S_1; S_2; \ldots; S_n; \rangle \]  

where, \( n \) - represents the logical service available.

By and large, service environments are classified based on:

a. Communication protocol used such as HTTP/S, SMTP.

b. Service Content.

3.3. Service oriented application definition
Logical services of the corresponding application at a given moment \( T \) determines the functionality \( F \) of service oriented application \( A \).

\[ F_A = \langle S_1 A; S_2 A; \ldots; S_n A; \rangle Env_T \]  

Representation of Application Functionality in a directing graph is represented as:

\[ V_A = (F_A, G) \]  

It represents vertices from \( F_A \) set and verge set \( G \) formalizing the synchronization among individual logical services of the \( F_A \) set. Lastly, Service Oriented application \( A \) is formalized as:

\[ A = \langle F_A, V_A; \rangle \]  

Coordination ability in service oriented application is expected for a coherent implementation of service as a specific service will not be familiar with other application in which it participates [7]. \( V_A \) defined in (8) of application functionaity directing graph represents such competence. In tangible application, \( V_A \) possibly will express implementation encapsulating service processes [29, 30].

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Architecture places an important role in success of any application. Formalized concepts proved mathematically guarantees the result of the particular concept. The current work has focused on defining services through mathematical framework for capturing elements of service oriented paradigm. It is believed that it enhances the requirements of SOA application. Any service in SOA has to be implemented without any knowledge of the application it participates in [11] agreeing to specified Quality of Service Agreement [31]. The coordination capability ensures context invariant implementation of services as mentioned in (8). Implementation of SOA methodology follows the following steps:

a. Requirements of the application are collected.

b. Functionalities are defined.

c. Decompose the functionalities into individual services.

d. Create the functionality graph.

e. Realize the application.

In future it is planned to experiment with the following goals: Defining the services of an application based on the above discussion. Observing the behavior of the system while integrating different services of the application, Refinement of the model if requirement. Later, the finding will be extending on how to improve integration testing of services in SOA.
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPECTED RESULTS

Proposed structure of service oriented methodology [27] follows the following steps: first specification criteria for the concept of functionalities are collected; then, the functionalities of the program are broken down into individual resources; thus the application features graph will be built; finally, the service functionality and feature graph is implemented for realizing the application. Based on the current discussion [32] has created an SOA related architectural design for defining services for an educational system. It consists of two views: Consumer and Provider view. The main objective of designing this architecture is to improve the accessibility, flexibility and extensibility of the application with the help of appropriate mechanism, approach and tools. It is possible to offer each service through single or multiple events. The expected results are reusable components which can be used to compose equipped services of the required system. For realizing the application, Gurunathan et.al considered two views during developed of the system: learning resources and research resources.

The system proposed by Yanchuk et.al. was analyzed against the service performance test against 10 users considering its bandwidth, load on the CPU, and traffic on the network. According to the results found, 16ms was the average click time for the users considered. The instance of time taken by protocol to instigate the URL is reflected in Figure 1. Similarly, Figure 2 demonstrated the server and the user bandwidth test. The detailed discussion about developing the service for educational system is found in [32].

![Figure 1. Protocol time for all Url’s](image)

![Figure 2. Server and user bandwidth analysis](image)

6. CONCLUSION

SOA based on sound principles of loose coupling, agility, dynamicity, and platform-independent, standards-based, etc has emerged as a promising technology meeting the current industry needs. It aims at developing solutions for enterprise applications. It works on the basic principle of services. The current work stresses the need for a mathematical foundation for capturing SOA concepts. It extends the definition of SOA based on the mathematical framework and general theory systems as proposed by Yanchuk et.al and Ravi Kudermetov et. al. This formalization explored the SOA structure and properties of web services in SOA. It is believed that it will help in better designing and getting the best of SOA applications. Based on the set theory approach, SOA with the help of web services is discussed in three main perspectives: consumer, provider, and registry. In the future it is planned to experiment with the following goals: Defining the services of an application based on the above discussion; Observing the behavior of the system while integrating different services of the application; Refinement of the model if requirement. The findings of this work will be extended in further study to implement SOA based systems and look for improvements with respect to functionality and testing.
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